POSTSCRIPT
roadway through this turgid stream of chattering,  laughing,
ogling pedestrians.
Sitting in my elevated observation post, I marvelled as I
watched these strolling crowds and thought how different Vienna
had been the night before the annexation, how different Bratislava
a few days before. Either the Czechs are the most unsuspecting
people on earth, or they have nerves of iron. On the Monday
night I could detect hardly a sign of anything unusual. The
German papers were climbing to their familiar crescendo of
complaint about Czech terrorism and German suffering; here
before me lay one of the brightest and most peaceful cities in
Europe. Only one small sign of what was coming caught my eye.
Here and there in the crowd I saw the German Nazis, young men
with waterproofs over their kneebreeches and topboots, or wearing
the white stockings and Austrian hats that betold the Nazi, By
their demeanour I could tell that they had been given the order
to be truculent; they were in stdndiger Bemtschaft) in a state of
permanent readiness.
But the confiding Czechs did not realize what the appearance
in their midst of those glowering young men meant. They still
thought, on that Monday and Tuesday, that the whole trouble
was only about Slovakia, that the worst that could happen was
Slovakia's secession, and that was the least of their worries- The
Catholic-Fascist Slovak politicians in Bratislava, a town on which
the Czechs had spent millions, had treated them so badly since
Munich, by inciting the people against the Czechs and classing the
Czechs with the Jews, that many Czechs would have welcomed the
loss of Slovakia.
On Tuesday afternoon — when the German mechanized armies
across the frontier were already filling their tanks and massing —
the Czechs, who were kept in ignorance to the last moment by
their press and radio, first gained an inkling that something was
afoot. They were not told that Germany was already demanding
the complete disbandment of the army, the withdrawal of all
Czech troops from Slovakia, the surrender of more gold, and so
on, but they were told, by.special editions of the newspapers
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